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Box 1, Tape 1 
 
 

In this interview, Zofia Misztal describes the living conditions during the time of the German 
occupation of Poland. She comments on the situation of Jewish people and on what happened 
to them during that period. In addition, she talks about spies and denunciations.  
 
 
[01:] 02:53:19 – [01:] 10:05:06 
 
She describes the conditions in her birthplace during the German occupation and the fear that 
prevailed; mentions the Polish partisans; talks about Jews who were in hiding and how they 
were chased away by villagers; says that the local governor [Sołtys] said that no one hid 
Jewish people; mentions a Jewish mother and her children who were hiding at her place; talks 
about hideouts and Jews who were chased away or killed; mentions Józef Komiański who 
was the local governor in her birthplace before the war; comments on legal actions because of 
the killing of Jewish people.  
 
[01:] 10:05:07 – [01:] 20:31:59 
 
She mentions particular persons who were hiding and later chased away; mentions Kopytko, 
Sruchla [Sróchla]; talks about people who were killed because they had been hiding Jews; 
talks about an informer called Zieleński [Zielinski] and a murder that was connected to him; 
describes the shooting of a family called Aptyki; talks about a spy; describes how people 
were fleeing to the woods; discusses the circumstances of the murder of the Apytki family; 
comments on how the entire village participated in hiding a Jewish girl.  
 
[01:] 20:32:00 – [01:] 27:03:20  
 
She comments on soldiers and informers; discusses how a spy tried to find out if there were 
any Jews hiding in the village; talks about a murder connected with spying; comments on an 
informer being killed by Polish partisans; narrates how German soldiers came to the village 
and killed people; speculates on the involvement of the local population; adds that she 
suffered very much during the war, that people were starving, and that she thanks God for the 
peaceful times today.  
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This is a verbatim transcript of spoken word. It is not the primary source, and it has not been checked for spelling or accuracy. 




